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• Scholarly Link Exchange 

• A framework for standardizing the exchange 
of scholarly link information between 
scholarly infrastructure providers
• Focus on articles and datasets
• Information Model for scholarly links 

representation
• Recommendation and provision of 

exchange formats and protocols

Scholix is a framework

See also http://www.scholix.org/guidelines 

Findable

Accessible

Interoperable

Reusable

FAIR Data Principles

https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18

http://www.scholix.org/guidelines
https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18


Scholix Timeline

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
RDA-WDS Data Publishing 

Services WG RDA-WDS Scholix WG

Version 1.0 
Scholix 
Interoperability 
Framework

Version 2.0
Draft 
Schema

Version 3.0 of the Scholix schema; 
in production
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1120265 

Adoption / maintenance

2020 2021

Adoption & maintenance

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1120265


Scholix hubs



Outcome of the WG: the schema

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1120248

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1120248


This thing                         points to                      this thing

                                      
                                     In this way

At its simplest



Contributing information



Our workflow for supporting data citation at Crossref

Data deposit
● Publisher deposits metadata, including data citations (in bibliography 

or in relations section of schema)

Data reference matching. We look at:
● Is there a DOI tag with a DataCite DOI?
● Is it a structured reference that we identify as a data citation?

Data output (openly available)
● Added to Event Data
● Scholix data is a subset of Event Data containing only data citations, 

in Scholix format



In Crossref Event Data



Extracting and displaying information



Looking at citations

https://commons.datacite.org/



▪ https://makedatacount.org/implementation/
▪ https://www.scholcommlab.ca/research/data-citation/

▪ https://www.osti.gov/ostigov-links-research-results
▪ https://www.osti.gov/biblio/1618569-association-mapping-aerial-dron

e-reveals-genetic-associations-sorghum-bicolor-biomass-traits-under-
drought

▪ https://europepmc.github.io/techblog/literature_data_integration/2018/06/0
4/integrating-literature-and-data.html

▪ https://europepmc.org/article/MED/28818901 
▪ https://scholexplorer.openaire.eu/ 

Examples of Scholix in use

https://makedatacount.org/implementation/
https://www.scholcommlab.ca/research/data-citation/
https://www.osti.gov/ostigov-links-research-results
https://www.osti.gov/biblio/1618569-association-mapping-aerial-drone-reveals-genetic-associations-sorghum-bicolor-biomass-traits-under-drought
https://www.osti.gov/biblio/1618569-association-mapping-aerial-drone-reveals-genetic-associations-sorghum-bicolor-biomass-traits-under-drought
https://www.osti.gov/biblio/1618569-association-mapping-aerial-drone-reveals-genetic-associations-sorghum-bicolor-biomass-traits-under-drought
https://europepmc.github.io/techblog/literature_data_integration/2018/06/04/integrating-literature-and-data.html
https://europepmc.github.io/techblog/literature_data_integration/2018/06/04/integrating-literature-and-data.html
https://europepmc.org/article/MED/28818901
https://scholexplorer.openaire.eu/


Relation to the PID Graph



Research is already a graph

Researchers, institutions, publications, datasets, and more are interconnected.

Entities and the relationships between them form a conceptual graph of the 

connected research landscape.  



Institution

Author

Author

Author

Publication

Publication

Dataset

Software

affiliation

affiliation

authorship

authorship

input

reuse

authorship

funding

It could look like this



PIDs are the backbone of connected research

Having unique persistent identifiers for researchers and their outputs is crucial to 

connecting pieces of the research landscape together. 

PIDs already have the potential to enable the connected research graph, but 

we’re not yet taking full advantage of their connecting powers. 



We can link PIDs together via relations in their metadata to enable the discovery 

of connections at least two “hops” away.

Enter the PID Graph

A B C

We know this relation 
from the metadata

We know this relation 
from the metadata

We know this relation 
thanks to the PID Graph



The PID Graph concept

FREYA partners will implement services that enable their local PID Graph. 

Looking up a single PID in these services should return the graph for that PID. 

Infrastructural partners and the magic of related identifiers bring these local 

graphs together. 

Users can tap into this PID Graph for use in their own applications.



What questions could the PID Graph 
answer?



Who are all the co-authors of a particular 
researcher?

Person

ORCID
Crossref

EMBL-EBI
DataCite

Works People

ORCID



Which publications used STFC investigations 
for the underlying data?

Investigation Dataset Publication

STFC CCDC Inorganic Chemistry



Which publications cite papers based on 
PANGAEA data?

Dataset Publication

Pangaea PLOS ONE

Publications



Which publications cite any version of a piece 
of software?

Software

Zenodo Zenodo

Software
Version Publication



Dataset
Article
Funder

Ostrovsky, A. D., Goetz, L., & Jefferis, G. S. X. E. 
(2014). Drosophila melanogaster template brains 
[Data set]. Zenodo. 

Arganda-Carreras I., Manoliu T., Mazuras N., Schulze F., Iglesias J.E., 
Bühler K., Jenett A., Rouyer F., Andrey P. // Frontiers in 
Neuroinformatics. 2018.

Which datasets, funded by the European Commission, have been 
cited by a journal article? 



How many citations and repository usage counts do a 
researchers’ datasets have?

Dataset
Article
Researcher



Working with other initiatives

To expand and improve the PID Graph, FREYA needs to work with other 

initiatives. 

We have started these collaborative activities via RDA, such as the recent 

Research Data Graph BoF that involved representatives from FREYA, OpenAIRE, 

Scholix, and DDRI. The BoF will be taken forward as an Interest Group at future 

RDA meetings.

https://blog.datacite.org/powering-the-pid-graph/
https://pidforum.org/c/pid-graph/17  

https://blog.datacite.org/powering-the-pid-graph/
https://pidforum.org/c/pid-graph/17
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Thank you!
Questions?


